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Metabolic pathways are made of a series of reactions by enzymes at different speeds. These 
pathways include the rate limiting step, which is the slowest step that determines the rate of the 
overall reaction.   To date, one study has examined the pathway of glycolysis, and found no 
evidence of evolutionary stability of its rate limiting step. In addition, phylogenetic evidence has 
shown evolution in the pathway over time including gene duplication and positive selection 
within the pathway. This evidence suggests that there is coevolutionary selection on glycolysis. 
The evidence from this previous study is simulation-based. The Michaelis-Menten kinetics that 
describe metabolic pathways can be studied directly from a graphical perspective. This research 
project shows solution to the set of nonlinear system of differential equations through graphical 
solutions. Specifically, the graphical solutions will be expressed through design space plots that 















  In the field of molecular biology and biochemistry, scientists want to understand 
metabolic pathways. These pathways are made of a series of chemical reactions where enzymes 
are interacting with substrate to synthesize into a product.   For example, glycolysis is a 
metabolic pathway that converts glucose into pyruvate through a series of chemical reactions. 
The metabolic pathway glycolysis provides necessary energy for cells.   In a metabolic pathway, 
the rate of turnover of molecules through the pathway are measured through the flux reaction.  
Within the flux reactions, it is best to analyze the slowest step of the reaction, the rate limiting 
step. The metabolic pathways’ flux reaction can be modeled through the Michaelis Menten 
Kinetics model that describe enzyme kinetics. We want to understand how genes in the pathway 
evolve and their overall effect. 
In past research, a software package called COPASI was used to simulate the 
biochemical pathways evolving over time. The simulations from the COPASI software showed 
coevolution within the metabolic pathway (Orlenko et.al 2016).   In addition, the software 
produces a set of nonlinear differential equations. A differential equation is an equation 
containing derivatives of a function or functions. Researchers want to find a solution to these 
differential equations to further characterize how evolution affects the metabolic pathway. The 
set of equations contains many different parameters that affect each other. We want to find a  
solution that accommodate all of the different parameters in the set of differential equations. The 
set of nonlinear differential equation can be solved analytically, through numerical analysis, or 
graphically. An analytical solution would allow creates an exact solution and allows for 
parameters to be adjusted for evolution. In contrast, numerical analysis is an approximation and a 
graphical approach would be an interpretation.  An analytical solution to the set of differential 
equations would be the best solution due to the fact that an analytical solution would allow 
simple analysis of data in an equation that always works, rather than running graphical estimates 
every time you want to check data in this project. This particular set of differential equations 
does not follow a model that has been analytically solved. For example, the Lotka Voltera model 
also known as the predator and prey model can be solved analytically. Unfortunately this model 
does not follow the format of the set of differential equations we are analyzing. In addition, the 
metabolic pathway has too many parameters (Saint Olaf Mathematics 2010).  A numerical 
analysis approach such as the Runga Kutta method could be used but this project focuses on a 
graphical approach.  Specifically, this project focuses on a graphical approach using design space 
plots compensating for multiple parameters. Design space is made of input variables with a 
combination of interactions and parameters separated through boundaries. The plots express the 
different parameters through different colors. The change in color shows the change in 
parameters.  In the study, there are distinct boundaries that help show the phenotypic and 
genotypic boundaries (Savageau et. al 2014). These types of plots has been performed in 
previous studies.  The studies were trying to model biochemical systems with multiple 
parameters that needed to be expressed using design space plots (Savageau et.al 2010). 
We ultimately would like to show the coevolution of proteins and their fitness over time. 
We will use the software Matlab that is designed as a matrix based platform that helps express 
computational mathematics. The program can apply to our focus in Bioinformatics. Within the 
Matlab program we are using the design space toolbox created in previous studies to create the 
design space plots (Savageau et.al 2010).  Since previous studies have shown that biochemical 
pathways can successfully be described by the design space plots, then we hypothesize that the 
design space plots can characterize the metabolic pathways and show the fitness over time.  
 
Methods  
 Characterizing the flux reactions within the metabolic pathway consisted of two major 
phases, an analytical approach and a graphical approach.  The initial problem given was to solve 
the system of equation created from the previous study into an analytical solution (Figure 1). 
 
(Orlenko et.al 2010) 
Figure 1. The system of nonlinear differential equation equations describe the metabolic 
pathway and was produced using simulations from the COPASI software. 
Through evaluation of the given information, we were better able to understand the problem, and 
as such we were better equipped to find a solution”. 




Initially Michaelis Menten equation could not be solved through an analytical solution. A 
mathematician did find a solution called the Lambert W function. When solving the Michaelis 
Menten equation analytically the Lambert W function is used to get the solution (Figure 2).  
 
www.wolframalpha.com 
Figure 2. The analytical solution to the Michaelis Menten equation using the Lambert W 
function to solve. 
Using WolframAlpha, a computational knowledge engine, the solution was found using the 
Lambert W function that was derived and helps solve the old Michaelis Menten functions into 
solutions. Taking the simplest form of one of the differential equations, you substitute constants 
of 1 for everything except the substrate concentration [S] you find a separable differential 
equation. Let [S]=x  then we have  .  This was only solving one nonlinear 
differential equation, not a set of differential equation. Few nonlinear set of differential equation 
are solved analytically. The only model found among texts was the Lotka Volterra model also 
known as the predator prey model (Figure 3). When using the computational engine from 
Wolfram Alpha, the following solutions are produced from the computational engine: 
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Figure 3.  The Lotka Volterra Model that helps model predator and prey model that is 
defined on the left table. The right shows the function and solution to the predator and 
prey model.  
 
Differential equation textbooks show that there was one example called the 
Holling Disk equation that incorporates the predator prey model into the Michaelis 
Menten function unfortunately this does not apply to the format of the differential 
equations. Differential Equation books and resource suggest that unless the system is 
autonomous (Zill,2012) where is does not depend on the variable but depend on time then 
you should use approximation, numerical analysis, or a graphical approach. 
 
 In this project we decided to continue with a graphical approach. Since there are 
so many parameters to account for in the series of equations, we needed to take a unique 
approach to show the different parameters for flux reactions. As stated before, research 
has been done on design space plots and how they can describe biochemical pathways. 
This study could apply the design space plots to the set of metabolic pathways to create a 
graphical solution. Using the software from Matlab and the design space toolbox, the plot 
should be able to be created. Using the examples provided from the toolbox we analyzed 
the steps needed to show the plots.    
 The initial step is to enter the series of differential equation into the program as a 
function. Then the variables of the initial enzyme substrate must be defined. Then the 
program needs to be parse the equations, enumerate the cases, and calculate the 
boundaries. The design space is characterized on a dominant S system, creating the 
condition of dominance, based on these conditions the boundaries are set.  Next the 
number of positive and negative terms, also known as the signature are calculated.  The 
signature is important to know for analysis. The toolbox suggests, to print the system and 
boundaries can be printed for each case created. Next it is suggested to test the validity of 
the boundaries, in some situations, it is suggested that the boundaries can be exclusive to 
particular cases or are incorrect. Therefore causing issues in the display for the plots.  
After confirming the boundaries are valid, the program can then go through the process 
of actually plotting.  We want to analyze particular points in the cases to show the design 
space. Then we want to determine a certain part of space to be evaluated. The toolbox 
suggested that 500x500 points are evaluated. Once the space and selected points are 
chosen the design space is evaluated.  
 
 
Figure 4. The Matlab gma error message provided in the design space toolbox. 
 
 When we used the steps following the toolbox, we ran into errors in the 
programming language. All of the provided examples in the toolbox were able to run and 
display the figures. Our system of equations in the simplest forms could not display the 
figure.  The Matlab program found errors in the programming of the toolbox to create the 
plots. For example, there would always be an error in the gma function (Figure 4). The 
job of the gma function is to parse the set of equations.  Since we could not determine the 
bug in the language, we believe that a different type of programming should be used.  
Open source software still can do the same functions as the Matlab software. For 




  Since there still is no original design space plots for the metabolic pathways, these 
need to be created.  Another program platform should be used and programmed to create the 
metabolic pathway. Then parameters can be adjusted to show how the metabolic pathway 
evolves over time.   
Discussion 
 In an effort to characterize the metabolic pathway we made an effort to characterize and 
find solutions to system of metabolic pathway. Ultimately we wanted characterize the metabolic 
pathway further and the effect is has on evolution. We found that since the pathway is a set of 
nonlinear differential equations and is not in the form of the Lotka Volterra model then an 
analytical solution cannot be found. Since the analytical solution was not a choice, we tried 
creating design space plots. These type of plots were one of the few plots that could 
accommodate all of the different parameters in the metabolic pathway.  When trying to use the 
Matlab software there was a bug that appeared in the toolbox programming that did not 
accommodate the set of nonlinear differential equations. Since the software does not 
accommodate the needed parameters, a different program platform such as Python or R should 
be used to create the design space plots.  
 Research needs to be continued to create the design space plots. Once the plots are 
created we can truly see how the metabolic pathway changes over time. The plots ultimately are 
characterizing the metabolic pathway further. In addition, the plots can help gain understandings 
for characterizing evolutionary stability and population genetics over time. Ultimately the data 
will help characterize evolution and help better human quality of life. 
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